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1993 CHEVROLET CAMARO Z28 COUPE $28,500

1009 CENTER ST
AUBURN ME,04210

Scan QR Code or Click Here

VIN: 2G1FP22P2P2101277 COLOR: BLACK/WHITE
STK#: 22-000 MILEAGE: 3275
EXTERIOR COLOR: BLACK/WHITE INTERIOR COLOR: BLACK/WHITE
DRIVETRAIN: RWD TRANSMISSION: AUTOMATIC
TRIM: Z28 COUPE ENGINE: 5.7L V8 OHV 12V
CONDITION: USED MPG CITY: 17
MPG HIGHWAY: 24 - 25

DESCRIPTION/OPTIONS: The 1993 Chevrolet Camaro was the Official Pace car for the 77th running of the Indianapolis
500. A total of 645 Indianapolis Pace cars were produced for this historic occasion. This number included race activity
vehicles and vehicles for public sale. This prime example only has 3200 miles. They came with the 350 cubic inch LT-1 with
275 horsepower. These are also the first year of this generation Camaro. Since it was on the same wheelbase and had many
carryovers from the third-genreration models, it can’t be said that the fourth-gernation models were completely rebuilt, but
they were definitely a new car, in both looks and feel, though the looks were still very much Camaro. Like it had been since
its introduction, the new Camaro had the long hood-short deck design of the pony car that it was. Though the rear
suspension was carried over, the front suspension was new, and supplied a softer ride that still provided great handling.
Rack and pinion steering also was added. Lightweight plastic front fenders were added to the car, and overall the car was
smoothed out from the previous boxy version and turned into a very sleek and flowing model. The interior was also
redesigned and contained flowing lines to match the exterior of the car. But the changes weren’t just made to the visible
portions of the car, the entire engine lineup was revamped as well. Base coupe models were powered by a new 3.4 litre V6
that produced 160 horsepower, which was only ten less than the standard V8s from the previous year. The Z28 were fitted
with a 5.7 litre V8 known as the LT1 that was first used in the 1992 Corvette. Because of styling differences, the Camaro
version is less powerful than those in the Corvette, but still produced a very respectable 275 horsepower. The car was
selected as the Pace car for the Indy 500 in 1993, and 633 pace car replicas were produced. Unlike the last time the
Camaro was the Indy 500 pace car, no modifications were made to the actual Camaro used on the track. Total production
for the year was 39,755 Camaros, and included 19 1LE cars, which were known as stock racecars and had been produced
in limited batches for the previous few years.  

ABS Brakes Driver Airbag Passenger Airbag Tachometer
Tilt Steering Cassette Player Alloy Wheels
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